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WELCOME
Salut, willkommen, välkommen, 
bienvenidos, privet, khush amdeed, 
yōkoso, huānyíng, ‘ahlaan bik...

We can make a difference.

It is up to each of us, you and 
me, to take positive steps, to 
champion innovation in healthcare 
technology and to support 
healthcare tech entrepreneurs 
and thus to enable the providers 
of healthcare to deliver better 
outcomes, for less money. That’s 
my vision and why I founded The 
GIANT Health Event.

Innovation, to me, is messy. It 
happens at the fringes. Innovation 
is not what large groups of people 
do in a structured, disciplined way. 
Tech innovation is Steve Jobs & 
Steve Wozniak in their parent’s 
car garage. It’s James Dyson in 
the garden shed. It’s patients, and 
doctors, and nurses, and others 
who see a way to create better 
healthcare products and services 
and have the determination 
to turn those into successful 
international businesses.
GIANT - Global Innovation And New 
Technology - exists to champion 
these innovators so that together 
we can improve the health and 
wellbeing of people around the 
world. Thank you and welcome to 
The GIANT Health European Health 
Tech Event Week, 2021.

Left: Barry Shrier

GIANT Health Event 2019
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ABOUT 
GIANT

Innovate / Collaborate / Accelerate

Our Vision
Our vision is to improve the health 
and well-being of people worldwide, by 
promoting healthcare innovation and 
supporting health-tech entrepreneurs. 

We work to achieve this via our rapidly 
expanding global community of healthcare 
professionals and businesses. Our yearly 
event creates opportunities to connect 
people who would not have crossed 
paths otherwise.

Our Mission
Innovate. We have collected the largest 
community of health-tech innovators in 
the world.

Collaborate. We connect and support 
the entire global community of everyone 
whose business is within or relates to 
the healthcare industry

Accelerate. The GIANT Health event 
accelerates the invention and adoption of 
new health technologies.
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GIANT Health is a healhtech 
innovation community of 
nearly 200,000 people. 

Our events deliver high-
impact networking and cost 
effective new business, 
sales and marketing.
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Times in GMT

09:00 - 09:10 Welcome from GIANT Chairman, Prof. Shafi Ahmed, multi award winning 
cancer surgeon working at The Royal London Hospital and three times 
TEDx and international speaker. Global Ambassador for Healthcare and 
Vodafone Business UK Ambassador.

Powering healthcare innovation, delivery by Innovation Agency Ceo, 
Dr. Phil Jennings, practicing GP who joined the Innovation Agency as 
medical director in 2016, before being appointed as chief executive in 
autumn 2020.

Welcome from Liverpool Metro Mayor, Steve Rotheram.

iiCON - Delivering integrated solutions for human infections
Expanding the work of infectious diseases in the Liverpool City Region.
Delivered by Professor Janet Hemingway

Why pharma and digital health startups should collaborate to find digital 
solutions for chronic conditions Delivered by Sophie Park

How can Technology Enhanced Learning support the health and care 
workforce
Delivered by Chris Munsch, Clinical Lead & Martin Sinclair, Product 
Manager - HEE

Digital Transformation through AI

Artificial Medical Intelligence - Hype or Hope?
Delivered by Moorfields Eye Hospital - NHS Foundation Trust

Discover the latest applications of Digital Therapeutics
in a case study discussion with Andrzej Jonczyk, Co-Founder of 
Prosoma, a brilliant example of a digital therapeutics venture.

Practical guidance for entering the UK health market.
Delivered by Jon Wilks, Managing Director of UK HealthGateway

An exciting announcement !
Discover the latest developments in the field of DTx. Delivered by Barry 
Shrier, Tony Kypreos & Shafi Ahmed.

Mediktor ITM Presentation.

How to unleash healthcare workers to innovate.
Delivered by Iain Hennessey, Co Founder and Clinical Director of 
Innovation - Alder Hey Hospital

Accelerate, grow and thrive in Liverpool City Region.
Delivered by Hannah Randles, Health & Life Sciences Sector Champion.

09:10 - 09:20

09:20 - 09:30 

09:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:00

12:55 - 13:15

11:00 - 11:30

13.15 - 13.45

11.30 - 12.30

13.45 - 14.15

12:30 - 12:45

14:15 - 14:45

12:45 - 12:55

LIVERPOOL  17TH OF MAY

global innovation
and new technology

health event
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LIVERPOOL  17TH OF MAY

14:45 - 15:30 Meet the brightest entrepreneurs in the 
healthcare industry pitching in front of 
our panel of investors. Startup Section 

Panel Discussion

Meet the brightest entrepreneurs in the healthcare industry pitching in 
front of our panel of investors. Startup Section 

Transformation of out of hospital care
Delivered by Rob Halhead, COO at Docobo.

Digital Therapeutics & Pharma: Outlook and Opportunities
Delivered by Pirkka Padmanabhan, Associate Partner at McKinsey & 
Company

Closing remarks

15:30 - 16:00

16:30 - 16:45

16:45 - 17:15

17:15 - 18:15

18:15 - 18:30

Knowledge 
Quarter Liverpool 
A World Leading Innovation 
Distr ict

Knowledge Quarter Liverpool (KQ Liverpool), a 450-
acre urban innovation district, is home to some 
of the world’s most influential players in science, 
health, technology, education, and the creative 
and performing arts.

With over £1bn of new developments underway 
– and a further £1bn in the pipeline – we are 
bringing forward new development opportunities, 
successfully attracting new investment, 

increasing employment, improving graduate 
attraction & retention rates and strengthening the 
Liverpool City Regions position as a key player in the 
Northern Powerhouse.

Come and visit us on our stand on the 
17th of May.



sci-techdaresbury.com
@SciTecDaresbury
scitechdaresbury
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•  National science and innovation campus with 
150 technology companies – start-ups to 
corporates

•  Home to UK government-supported national 
laboratory working on next generation 
particle accelerator technologies including 
for oncology

•  Hartree Centre - World-class centre for 
application of high performance computing, 
data science and AI into industry

•  Host to the North West HealthTec cluster 
– bringing access to expertise and 
opportunities to support UK health and life 
sciences innovation

•  “Home for Life” – leading UK location to 
establish and scale tech companies

•  Successful international soft-landing 
programme – Supported the fast tracking 
and growth of companies into the UK for 5 
years

Come and visit us on our stand on the 17th of May.

The program consists of the Growth and Advance 
Tracks. The Growth Track is designed for companies 
in the early-mid stage (Pre-seed- Series A) and the 
finalists will receive funding and mentorship from 
industry experts. The Advance Track is designed for 
mature companies with a product or solution already 

Sci-Tech 
Daresbury 
Leading UK location to accelerate
Health and Life Science businesses:

Bayer G4A 
Partnership 
program
Application window opening 
Apri l  19th,  2021. 

in the market with traction.  Companies selected for 
this track will be working jointly with Bayer experts 
to drive a commercial partnership. G4A is searching 
for digital health companies with innovative solutions 
focused on cardiometabolic and renal diseases as 
well as on women's health issues.
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Liverpool City Region’s global leadership in health & 
life sciences is driving innovation in specialist areas 
of MedTech, Immersive Technologies, Children’s 
Health; Precision Medicine; Big Data, Sensors, 
Internet of Things; Infection and Veterinary Science. 

At the very heart of our City Region, ethos is 
collaboration. As a City Region, we connect the 
greatest minds in health technology innovation, 
from our digital experts in the Baltic Triangle to our 
research power-house in the Knowledge Quarter 
and our Health-Tech and digital cluster at Sci-Tech 
Daresbury, working to help tackle local, national and 
global healthcare challenges.

We have one of the largest Freeports in the UK built 
to welcome the world, more hungry start-ups than 
almost anywhere else (second highest business 
birth rate in the UK), and the brightest minds solving 
some of the planet’s most urgent social, healthcare 
and environmental challenges.

From experts in health economics, regulatory, IP 
issues and contract manufacturing, to those who 
can help accelerate speed to market and shape 
investment pitches, we nurture our businesses 
to help them connect and grow within our robust 
ecosystem, which includes a cluster of nine NHS 
trusts. 
Liverpool City Region has one of the highest proportion 
of specialist hospitals and digital exemplars of any 
City Region outside of London, these are:

•  Liverpool Hospitals University Foundation 
Trust 

• Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust
• The Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust
•  Liverpool Heart and Chest Hospital NHS 

Foundation Trust
•  Clatterbridge Cancer Centre NHS Foundation 

Trust
• Rutherford Cancer Centre 
• Mersey Care NHS Foundation Trust
• Liverpool Women’s NHS Foundation Trust
•  Wirral University Teaching Hospital NHS 

Foundation Trust Southport & Ormskirk 
Hospital NHS Trust

•  St Helens & Knowsley Teaching Hospitals 
NHS Trust

By utilising expertise from the local Academic Health 
Science Network (AHSN) – The Innovation Agency, 
Liverpool Health Partners and clinical research 
networks, innovators can start their path to the 

NHS and unlock routes to undertaking clinical trials 
and expertise.

So if you are looking for your next step and aspire to 
work within a world-leading ecosystem then why not 
contact us at Invest Liverpool - the City Region’s 
inward investment agency. We have a team of 
business location experts from across Liverpool City 
Region that can assist you in setting up or expanding 
your business here. We can make introductions to 
existing businesses, potential partners at our world-
leading universities and business support networks 
and can provide detailed research on markets, sectors 
and workforce demographics, sites, premises and 
development opportunities help your business grow.

Our vision is to create one of the most globally 
competitive, environmentally responsible, socially 
inclusive economies in the UK and beyond. We’re here 
for good, why not come and join us. 

Get in touch...

Alice Lamb 
Head of Investment Services
+44 (0)7715 123483
 Alice.Lamb@growthplatform.org
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L iverpool City 
Region - a place 
with enormous 
appetite for 
science, health 
and innovation

Liverpool City Region has the most inspiring local 

stories, unbeatable assets and flagship projects 

approaching on the horizon, with a real focus on 

innovation. Yes, the world changed in 2020, but 

our drive for discovery whilst tackling some of 

the world’s most demanding challenges, remains 

unshakeable.

Liverpool City Region has a mission to harness 

entrepreneurialism, ambition and creative 

curiosity to make it a place that is making the 

world a healthier and happier society for all and a 

place to do good. 

It’s a place for businesses who collaborate with 

passion, common purpose, determination and 

belief to make extraordinary things happen. 

From small scale co-operatives to innovation 

ecosystems, the City Region demonstrates that 

when like-minded people come together, they 

can move mountains.

Thriving Ecosystem 
of Support and 
Collaboration
The City Region is home to the eHealth Cluster 

which is the only SME-led eHealth Cluster in the 

UK. The cluster accelerates the scale and pace 

of innovation by working across organisations in 

the public, private and third sectors, engaging 

with and supporting both technology SMEs and 

the long-term care sector, including providers 

within domiciliary, supported living and 

residential care, and public bodies. 

The HealthTec Cluster aims to bring together 

local expertise from across industry, 

academia, public sector, investor networks 

and entrepreneurs to stimulate innovation and 

tackle global challenges. Through the creation 

of this connective environment across the 

City Region, knowledge, skills and facilities are 

shared, boosting economic growth and driving 

productivity. 

Expanding in the Liverpool City Region will 

place businesses at the heart of a world class 

ecosystem of expertise, ground-breaking 

R&D, clinical resources and public-private 

collaboration in Health & Life Sciences. Enabling 

businesses to grow, innovate and collaborate 

in a thriving ecosystem made up of global 

brands, academic institutions and innovative 

companies all benefiting from powerful support 

and investment.

Liverpool City Region has received sustained 

investment from global pharmaceutical brands, 

world-leading research institutions and domestic 

and international funders, therefore creating an 

environment rich with talent and infrastructure 

to fuel growth.

The City Region businesses will find collaborators 

and supply chain partners who have shared 

passion for discovery and innovation. They can 

tap into support from organisations dedicated 

to connecting industry, academia and the NHS, 

and benefits from links into nine NHS Trusts, the 

highest number of specialist hospitals outside of 

London. 

Talented and Ambitious
Great places attract great talent.  The 

cosmopolitan life and youthful energy charms 

and inspires curious, adventurous and ambitious 

minds from all over the world. Universities 

sit at the heart of Liverpool City Region, our 

globally renowned institutions – including the 

University of Liverpool, LJMU and the Liverpool 

School of Tropical Medicine – and the UK’s first 

Life Sciences University Technical College (UTC) 

are producing new generation of scientists, 

healthcare practitioners, engineers and 

entrepreneurs for organisations to draw on as 

they develop and change.

Businesses can recruit from an exceptional 

talent pool cultivated by global brands, specialist 

hospitals, world leading universities and fast-

growing tech clusters. The Liverpool City Region’s 

114,000-strong sector workforce and 27,000 

students enrolled in health-related degrees 

contribute to one of the largest concentrations 

of Health & Life Science expertise in the UK. 

Retention rates in the City Region are some of 

the highest in the country, with close to half the 

graduates staying on to apply their new-found 

knowledge locally. 

The University of Liverpool has an international 

reputation for research into advanced 

materials, personalised health and infectious 

diseases, making it a location rich in digital and 

manufacturing skills.
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Knowledgeable and 
Expert
Accelerate innovation and give R&D a greater 

opportunity for success with access to unique 

convergence of state-of-the-art facilities, 

technology, world leading expertise and 

academic research. Liverpool City Region has six 

of the nine NHS trusts named as Global Digital 

Exemplars and are internationally recognised for 

delivering improvements quality of care through 

the use of digital technologies and information. 

With an additional two being ‘Fast Followers’.

The City Region is powered by relentless 

progress by the sharpest minds in health & life 

science and sustainability. The industry lead an 

all-encompassing drive for discovery through 

ground-breaking research. Not to mention the 

combined team of academics, public and private 

sector organisations improving health and well-

being through the UK’s largest 5G mm Wave 

mesh network. 

Globally Connected
The City Region is perfectly positioned at the 

centre of the international stage, home to 

major multinationals and super-connected with 

excellent transport networks and rapid data 

infrastructure. It’s a place to help businesses 

achieve faster, greener access to supply chain 

and customers across the UK and global 

markets.

Liverpool City Region is the UK’s gateway to the 

world, bringing businesses and their audiences 

around the globe closer together. As the closest 

port to 50% of UK manufacturers, with a 

Deepwater terminal big enough for 95% of the 

world’s largest ships, we handle almost half of 

the country’s US cargo. There are two major 

airports within 45 minutes’ drive, 10 motorways 

nearby and 10 major rail terminals.

Such strong networks create the ideal 

environment for growth through cross-

sector partnering. And alongside the physical 

infrastructure, businesses will benefit from high-

speed data connection from the City Regions 

212km full-fibre, gigabit-capable network linked 

to the transatlantic cable based in Sefton (part 

of Liverpool City Region) which connects the 

UK, North America and the rest of the world. No 

doubt that’s why for many global companies, 

Liverpool City Region is the centre of their world. 

There’s IBM at The Hartree Centre, Pilkington 

Glass in St Helens, and AstraZeneca in Speke. 

It’s not just about business though – the City 

Region aim to bring ultra-fast digital connectivity 

to all by 2023.

Be a part of our future
Our vision is to be a place for leaders in Health 

& Life Science who are at the forefront of global 

research, unlocking better ways of living. We are 

creating a place for working together on global 

innovations in areas such as Med Tech, immersive 

technologies and Precision Medicine. So, if you’re 

powered by an unstoppable determination to do 

the right thing, you’ll feel right at home. We have 

a world of talent here already, but the space and 

appetite for much more. 

We’re here for good, why not come and join us. 

For all investment enquiries, please contact 

Alice Lamb:

E: Alice.lamb@growthplatform.org

M: +44 (0)7715 123483

To learn more about Liverpool City Regions Digital 

Health assets, capabilities and expertise, click 

on this link.

Future Facing
Throughout history the City Region has been a 

place where firsts happen. It’s a place that has 

pioneered many new ideas across many sectors 

and understands that a rapidly changing society 

needs fresh thinking and innovative solutions. 

Today, the City Region is a hot bed of new 

innovations tackling modern day problems. From 

vaccine development, biotech, Med Tech, glass 

to material science, and low-carbon energy, 

there is investment in the technology and know-

how to deliver the innovations that the world will 

need tomorrow.

Growth sectors such as Health & Life Science 

are at the global forefront of developing 

business-changing technology, inventing life-

changing applications for the Internet of Things 

and using robotics and supercomputing to push 

the boundaries with purpose.

The City Region has nurtured clusters of 

innovation where businesses can cross-pollinate 

with creative, health and digital pioneers, 

amplifying each other’s vision.

The Knowledge Quarter and Sci-Tech Daresbury 

Enterprise Zones include nationally significant 

science and innovation assets, one of the world’s 

first incubators dedicated to the development 

of business-changing sensor technology, and a 

Digital Innovation Facility purpose-built to help 

businesses benefit from ground-breaking R&D.

There is the highest concentration of robotics 

for materials science in the world, while 

the supercomputing facility for industrial 

applications at The Hartree Centre is the largest 

in the UK. 

Sensor City at Knowledge Quarter is a global 

hub for the development of IoT technologies 

and provides entrepreneurs and SMEs with 

the facilities, business support and hands-

on technical expertise they need to turn their 

innovations into commercially viable solutions. 

Sensor City provides rapid prototyping services 

and engineering support, carried out by a 

multi-disciplinary in-house team, enabling 

entrepreneurs to speed up their route to market.
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PARIS  18TH OF MAY

Times in CET

09:00 - 09:15 Welcome from GIANT Chairman, Prof. Shafi Ahmed, multi award winning 
cancer surgeon working at The Royal London Hospital and three times 
TEDx and international speaker. Global Ambassador for Healthcare and 
Vodafone Business UK Ambassador 

Welcome from Lallianse, the life Science Integrator for the development 
of health solutions

Learn about the challenges & opportunities of AI in healthcare 

Different perspectives on AI solution clinical evaluation

How digital health can help to overcome public healthcare challenges

AI applications for the Pharma Industry

Start Up Pitch Contest - Investors presentations 

Panel discussion on education and recruitment for AI health solution

Motion Analysis Solutions for Digital Therapeutics, Clinical Trials & 
Wearables industries

Digital Therapeutics & Pharma: Outlook and Opportunities

Closing remarks

An exciting announcement ! Discover the latest developments in the 
field of DTx. Delivered by Barry Shrier, Tony Kypreos & Shafi Ahmed 
Welcome to France! Learn from 
France’s top regional innovation 
hubs & health incubators how to 
successfully expand your business 
in the French healthcare market

09:15 - 09:20

09:20 - 9:40

09:40 - 10:30

14:30 - 15:00

10:30 - 11:30

15:00 - 16:40

11:30 - 12:00

16:40 - 17:15

12:00 - 13:00

17:15 - 17:30

13:00 - 13:30

13:30 - 14:30

global innovation
and new technology

health event
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BERLIN  19TH OF MAY

Times in CET

09:15 - 09:30 Welcome from GIANT Chairman, Prof. Shafi Ahmed, multi award winning 
cancer surgeon working at The Royal London Hospital and three times 
TEDx and international speaker. Global Ambassador for Healthcare and 
Vodafone Business UK Ambassador 

The policy approaches related to AI in healthcare 
Delivered Sophie Parker

Succeed in Germany’s Healthcare Market: Medical Technology, Digital 
Health and BioPharma snapshots Delivered by Gabriel Flemming, Senior 
Manager Healthcare - Germany Trade & Invest

Mediktor ITM presentation

Digital Therapeutics & Pharma: Outlook and Opportunities Delivered by 
Pirkka Padmanabhan, Associate Partner at McKinsey & Company

The End of Digital Health
Moderated by: Marco Mayer, Head of Ecosystem - 5-HT Digital Hub

Discover the latest applications of Digital Therapeutics in a case study 
discussion with Andrzej Jonczyk, Co-Founder of Prosoma, a brilliant 
example of a digital therapeutics venture.

An exciting announcement ! Discover the latest developments in the 
field of DTx. Delivered by Barry Shrier, Tony Kypreos & Shafi Ahmed 

Meet the brightest entrepreneurs in the healthcare industry pitching in 
front of our panel of investors. SMEs Section

Unlocking value from Digital health. Delivered by Mediktor

Digital health business-building: Success factors for startups and 
incumbents. Delivered by Tobias Siberzahn, Partner at McKinsey & 
Company

Electronic Caregiver Module

Why motion data is the “new gold” in health-tech/AI – How Motesque 
accesses, analyzes the motion data and generates value for medical 
processes Delivered by Dr. Kai Oberländer, CEO at Motesque

Meet the brightest entrepreneurs in the healthcare industry pitching in 
front of our panel of investors. Startup Section

Closing remarks

The 10 battlegrounds for Pharma & MedTech companies. Delivered by 
Bhavik Shah, Management Consultant at Mckinsey & Company

Marketing Break

09:30 - 10:00”

10:00 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:00

13:30 - 14:30

16:25 - 16:55

11:00 - 11:30

14:30 - 15:00

16:55 - 17:37

11:30 - 12:00

15:00 - 15:30

17:37 - 17:52

12:00 - 12:45

15:30 - 16:25

17:52 - 18:07

12:45 - 13:15

13:15 - 13:30

global innovation
and new technology

health event
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STOCKHOLM  20TH OF MAY

Times in CET

09:15 - 09:30 Welcome from GIANT Chairman, Prof. Shafi Ahmed, multi award winning 
cancer surgeon working at The Royal London Hospital and three times 
TEDx and international speaker. Global Ambassador for Healthcare and 
Vodafone Business UK Ambassador

Bayer The Future of Digital Health Collaborations

The 10 battlegrounds for Pharma & MedTech companies.
Delivered by Bhavik Shah, Management Consultant at Mckinsey & 
Company

Break

Meet the brightest entrepreneurs in the healthcare industry pitching in 
front of our panel of investors. Startup Section

Electronic Caregiver Module

Data for Life
Delivered by Tomaž Gornik - CEO at Better

How to F*k-up your startup from A to Z, a step-by-step guide
Delivered by: Oleksandr Melnychuk CTO and Co-Founder at Honeycomb 
Software

Closing remarks

Unlocking value from Digital health. Delivered by Mediktor

What are the main must-haves VCs are currently looking for in the 
startup ecosytem. Delivered by Anesa Mulabecirovic, Investment 
Analyst at Hadean Ventures

Digital Therapeutics & Pharma: Outlook and Opportunities
Delivered by Pirkka Padmanabhan, Associate Partner at McKinsey & 
Company

Meet the brightest entrepreneurs in the healthcare industry pitching in 
front of our panel of investors. Startup Section

An exciting announcement ! Discover the latest developments in the 
field of DTx. Delivered by Barry Shrier, Tony Kypreos & Shafi Ahmed

Digital health business-building: Success factors for startups and 
incumbents
Delivered by Tobias Siberzahn, Partner at McKinsey & Company

09:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:30

14:30 - 15:15

15:45 - 16:45

11:30 - 12:00

15:15 - 15:30

17:00 - 17:15

12:00 - 12:30

15:30 - 15:50

12:30 - 13:30

15:50 - 16:35

13:30 - 14:00

14:00 - 14:30

global innovation
and new technology

health event
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BARCELONA  21TH OF MAY

Times in CET

09:00 - 09:15 Welcome from GIANT Chairman, Prof. Shafi Ahmed, multi award winning 
cancer surgeon working at The Royal London Hospital and three times 
TEDx and international speaker. Global Ambassador for Healthcare and 
Vodafone Business UK Ambassador

Opening Welcome Speech by Deputy Mayor of Barcelona

How Covid-19 impacts the digital health investment landscape

Barcelona-Catalonia, a top European ecosystem for global Healthtech 
Scale-ups

Digital Therapeutics & Pharma: Outlook and Opportunities
Delivered by Pirkka Padmanabhan, Associate Partner at McKinsey & 
Company

Startups Pitching to Investors

SMEs Pitching to Investors 

Mediktor - ITM Presentation

An exciting announcement ! Discover the latest developments in the 
field of DTx. Delivered by Barry Shrier, Tony Kypreos & Shafi Ahmed.

Barcelona investors Panel discussion

Closing remarks

The 10 battlegrounds for Pharma & MedTech companies.
Delivered by Bhavik Shah, Management Consultant at Mckinsey & 
Company

Digital health business-building: Success factors for startups and 
incumbents
Delivered by Tobias Siberzahn, Partner at McKinsey & Company

Information Systems in the Catalan Health System - A paradigm shift 
towards an open future

Barcelona-Catalonia: showcasing Healthtech Success Stories

Biocat Delivered by Biocat CEO Jordi Naval

Building the healthcare system of the future Delivered by Daniel Moreno

09:15 - 9:30

9:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:45

13.15 - 13.45

15:45 - 16:30

17:00 - 17:45

10:45 - 11:00

13.45 - 14.45

16:30 - 17:00

17:45 - 18:00

11:00 - 11:30

14:45 - 15:15

11:30 - 12:00

15:15 - 15:45

 12:00 - 12:30

12:30 - 13:15

global innovation
and new technology

health event
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EXHIBITORS



SPECIAL 
THANKS

Barry Shrier, Founder
Professor Shafi Ahmed, 
Chairman
Mariusz Lubkowski, COO
Jeremy Sewell, NeD 

Hannah Postlethwaite,  
Head of Sales
Manuel Brandolini, 
Sales Director
Pooria Namdari,  
Sales Manager
Cosmina Burada,  
Pre-Sales Manager
Olivett Asare,  
Sales Advisor

Olga Nosova, Executive 
Assistant to the Founder & Head 
of Partnerships
Denica Simon, Social Media 
Manager & Bookkeeper
Robert Rolirad,  
Tech team. All digital platforms 
and Website support
Isabella Pereira,
Marketing Manager
Jerrie Craig,  
Marketing Manager, ITM 
programme leader
Robert Foulds, Graphic Designer
Sunny Seth,i Explosive Group – 
events and conferences partner

Giacomo Contini,  
Liverpool conference manager
Teddy Teshome, Marketing 
Associate
Owais Ahmed, Marketing 
Associate 
Tanya Kansara, Newsletter 
Editor
Ayomide Okeowo, Marketing 
Associate
Kratika Jain,
Ya Li - Marketing Associate
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Mariusz Lubkowski, CTO
Stathis Noukos,  
Delivery Manager
Wiktor Bierkowski, 
Senior Front End Dev
Stavros Messaris, 
Senior Front End Dev
Dmytriy Bielyi,  
Senior Producer
Kornel Pietrzyk,  
Full Stack Dev
Robert Rolirad, Business 
Analyst/Platform admin
Haris Koivaris, Technical 
Operator

GIANT Team
Technical 
Team



MEDIA 
PARTNERS

Digital Health Malta
Our vision is to help with the transformation of 
the Maltese healthcare sector through digital 
health. We want to do this by informing the 
general public, helping with innovation and 
facilitating transition. We believe that focusing 
on these three things will not only help the 
Maltese economy and teach the general public 
but we believe that it will help the Maltese 
population to live healthier and happier 
lives. www.digitalhealthmalta.com

IoT Now
With exclusive analyst reports and specialist 
journalists, IoT Now is the leading global brand 
covering the Internet of Things, machine-to-
machine communications (M2M), embedded 
devices and connected consumer devices. 
Delivering webcasts, quarterly magazines, white-
papers, daily news and expert opinion pieces, 
IoT Now focuses on the deployment of these 
technologies across the enterprise, automotive, 
logistics, healthcare, utilities, travel, security 
and smart city verticals. 
To join our community, register at: 
www.iot-now.com 
For more information, contact:
Cherisse Jameson: c.jameson@wkm-global.com

Startups Magazine
Champions tech startups - the entrepreneurial 
heroes disrupting industries and the creators 
challenging norms and breaking boundaries. In 
print and online, the Startups Magazine team 
works hard to deliver unique content to startups 
providing valuable insights from industry 
experts, advice on business fundamentals and 
most importantly - a platform to introduce tech 
startups to the world stage.  
Subscribe today by visiting 
www.startupsmagazine.co.uk

KindCongress
Lists scientific conferences from all over 
the world keeping professional conference 
organizers (PCO), speakers and attendees up 
to date with the latest conferences from a wide 
range of sciences. 
www.kindcongress.com
 
Aspect Publishing Ltd
NR Times 
Aims to inform and inspire all professionals 
involved in the care of people with brain and 
spinal conditions. 
www.nrtimes.co.uk

Cannabis Health News
The UK’s leading magazine on cannabis for 
wellness and medical purposes.
www.cannabishealthnews.co.uk 

Health Tech World
A magazine for everyone with a professional 
interest in health technology. 
www.htworld.co.uk/ 

This Week in Digital Health
Exploring the innovations shaping Digital Health 
and Value Care. Articles | Podcasts | News | 
Videos & More From commercial excellence 
to faster clinical trials, This Week in Digital 
Health offers actionable insights to healthcare 
providers, payors, and pharma companies for 
better care outcomes and patient experiences. 
www.thisweekindigitalhealth.com

Innovation Forum 
An accelerator for healthcare ventures. It is 
supported by a global grassroots network of over 
10,000 innovators who seek to improve human 
health and wellbeing by translating cutting-edge 
science into innovative products and services. 
We focus on the future and the evolution of 
today’s technologies, which range from the 
nascent stage to the cusp of commercial 
application. www.inno-forum.org

Caremarq
Caremarq connects you to specialist doctor from 
the most trusted hospitals.
www.caremarq.com
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AIXR 
From supporting startups to celebrating award-
winning projects, AIXR is the independent 
not-for-profit body for immersive industries. 
Internationally, AIXR helps organisations and 
freelancers grow in the immersive technology 
sector. AIXR educates those outside the 
sphere, connects it’s members to new funding 
opportunities and is a collective voice for 
enforcing industry standards to better serve the 
community. 
www.aixr.org

The UK based
Pharmacogenetics and
Stratified Medicine Network  
A not for profit organisation committed to 
developing the much needed multidisciplinary 
collaborations across academia, industry, 
healthcare providers, regulators, and 
patient organisations to promote the use of 
pharmacogenetics and adoption of personalised 
medicine in the clinic to improve healthcare 
outcomes.  
Contact Christine McNamee cjmcn@liv.ac.uk.

Health Foundry
A collaborative workspace for digital health and 
healthtech located in Waterloo, powered by Guy’s 
& St Thomas’ Charity and designed and operated 
by 00. Health Foundry’s mission is to support 
and accelerate digital innovation in healthcare. 
It does this by bringing together a wide range of 
people, from start-ups and health organisations 
to community groups and healthcare workers, 
and supporting them to create, implement and 
disseminate health innovations. 
Twitter: @health_foundry & @nickyljohnston
www.healthfoundry.org

Digital Health
Mediaplanet  is launching the Digital Health 
campaign which will be distributed with 
the Guardian newspaper and online at 
Businessandindustry.co.uk. The campaign will 
explore the potential digital technology has to 
improve healthcare with editorial insights from 
ABHI, techUK, the World Economic Forum and 
the World Health Organisation.w
ww.healthawareenss.co.uk 
www.businessandindustry.co.uk 

Barcelona Health Hub 
A non-profit organization that was founded in 
2018. It aims to accelerate the transformation 
in digital health, encouraging interaction 
between start-ups, corporates, institutions, 
health corporations, universities and investors. 
The organization’s goal is to be an international 
reference center in digital medicine, attracting 
innovation and talent. 
www.barcelonahealthhub.com

Hospify
A GDPR and NHS IG-compliant messaging service 
designed to remove this liability both in the UK 
and in Europe. Available for free in the Apple 
and Android app stores, Hospify puts a simple, 
affordable solution directly into the hands of 
healthcare professionals and patients. In short, 
Hospify is a compliant, trusted healthcare 
messaging app that anyone can use.
www.hospify.com

Doctorpreneurs 
A non-profit organisation and global community 
for doctors, medical students and individuals 
passionate about healthcare innovation and 
entrepreneurship. We interview established 
healthcare innovators and entrepreneurs, 
organise and promote healthcare innovation 
and entrepreneurship themed events, and 
provide career opportunities for entrepreneurial 
clinicians. 
www.doctorpreneurs.com
www.opportunities.doctorpreneurs.com 
Twitter: @doctorpreneurs
Instagram: @doctorpreneurs_official

EMJ
An independent, open-access eJournal 
dedicated to delivering first-class insights into 
ground-breaking changes, and advancements in 
medicine. Spanning eighteen therapeutic areas, 
including Innovations, Neurology, Oncology, and 
more, each journal provides the reader with the 
latest medical congress highlights, abstract 
reviews, and peer-reviewed articles to name but 
a few of its wide content selection.  
https://www.emjreviews.com/

The Journal of mHealth 
An international publication bringing the latest 
developments in health technology innovations 
to healthcare and industry professionals around 
the world. Featuring, the Latest Industry News, 
Articles, Research, Industry Whitepapers, Market 
Reports, and Service Reviews, The Journal of 
mHealth is the “Global Voice of the Digital Health 
Industry”.
www.thejournalofmhealth.com
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ArabMedicare 
ArabMedicare.com, launched in March 1999, 
provides a series of highly specialized services 
that are aimed at healthcare professionals and 
decision-makers from across the GCC/MENA 
region. www.arabmedicare.com

Swecare 
Swecare is a unique non-profit platform 
where academia, public and private sector 
join forces toward enhanced export and 
internationalization of Swedish health care and 
life science. #WeAreSwecare 
For more information visit www.swecare.se 

5-HT Digital Hub for 
Chemistry and Health
The 5-HT Digital Hub for Chemistry and Health 
is part of the Digital Hub Initiative initiated 
by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Energy to promote digital innovation in 
Germany. The aim of the hub is to speed up 
innovations and start-ups in both areas and to 
accelerate the development of new business 
models and market-ready solutions. To this end, 
it offers start-ups, scientific institutions and 
established companies a central platform for 
networking, exchange and cooperation as well 
as the opportunity to build up their own digital 
ecosystem. www.5-ht.com

Stockholm Science City 
Foundation 
www.ssci.se

Enterprise Viewpoint
Creating quality content that help to improve 
your business is at the heart of what ‘EV’ is. 
We aim provide a comprehensive platform that 
support the growth of young and ambitious 
entrepreneurs through unique insights and 
valuable networks.
The magazine covers latest trends in the 
industry, in-depth analysis, Expert advice and 
do- hows for business from leaders who have 
done it before. www.enterpriseviewpoint.com

One HealthTech 
A grassroots community that supports and 
promotes women and other under-represented 
groups to be future leaders in health innovation. 
We campaign for the need and importance for 
better inclusion of all backgrounds, skill sets 
and disciplines in healthtech. 
www.onehealthtech.com

Health tech insider
Health Tech Insider is a leading website and 
weekly email newsletter that provides curated 
news and original analysis about mobile and 
wearable technology for health and medical 
applications, as well as about enabling 
technologies such as printed electronics, energy 
harvesting, and wireless communications.
www.healthtechinsider.com

BioVille
BioVille is a full service incubator, located in 
Flanders, the heart of Europe with direct access 
to Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Germany 
and the UK. 
www.bioville.be

Asian Hospital & Healthcare 
Management 
A Quarterly magazine from Ochre Media. It is the 
leading Healthcare title in print as well as digital 
versions serving the information needs of key 
executives from the world’s leading Healthcare 
providers. Asian Hospital & Healthcare 
Management covers important issues and 
trends shaping the future of the Healthcare 
industry across Asia and rest of the world. It 
offers dedicated, reliable and accurate coverage 
of the industry’s progress and incisive analysis 
to help its readers make informed decisions to 
stay ahead of the competition.
www.ochre-media.com
www.asianhhm.com

WWWhatsnew
Technology and business news. Writing about all 
the news since 2005. www.wwwhatsnew.com

InsurtechNews.com
InsurTechNews is the online destination for 
Insurers, Distributors, Tech Players, Investors 
and all Insurance Stakeholders: breaking news, 
insights and analyses on the insurance digital 
transformation. The website displays an always 
up-to-date section with articles and events that 
allow readers to constantly follow the sector’s 
evolution. www.insurtechnews.com

AiThority 
AiThority covers AI technology news, editorial 
insights and digital marketing trends from 
around the globe. Updates on modern marketing 
tech adoption, AI interviews, tech articles and 
events. www.aithority.com
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Venture Valuation
Global valuation services with a focus on 
Pharma, Biotech and Medtech industries.
Venturevaluation.com   

Medical Valley ecosystem
The Medical Valley ecosystem in the European 
metropolitan region of Nuremberg enables you 
to exchange ideas quickly and easily with all 
relevant stakeholders.
www.medical-valley-emn.de

Media Xpose
We specialize in magazine publishing, corporate 
branding, digital advertising, graphic design, 
print and sponsorships.
We are publishers of various print publications, 
which include the following titles: To Build, 
SA Building Review, Baby’s and Beyond™, SA 
Business Integrator, SA Profile, Rove SA and 
Future SA. www.mediaxpose.co.za

British Society of Lifestyle 
Medicine, BSLM
BSLM is a community of healthcare 
professionals committed to a new approach 
to healthcare based on the emerging discipline 
of lifestyle medicine. The BSLM was set up 
to promote the role of lifestyle medicine in 
improving people’s health and wellbeing. We 
believe many lifestyle-related diseases can 
be prevented, managed and even reversed by 
properly applied lifestyle medicine principles. 
www.bslm.org.uk

European Vaccine Initiative 
(EVI)
Today´s Catalyst For Tomorrow´s Vaccines
https://www.euvaccine.eu/ 

Hospitecnia
We are an architecture, engineering and hospital 
management portal founded 15 years ago. 
The project was born to bring together and 
disseminate the maximum volume of functional 
and technological knowledge of the hospital 
sector. Every week, Hospitecnia sends a 
specialized newsletter with technical articles 
and the latest news and developments to more 
than 21,000 people related to the hospital 
sector, including hospital center managers, 
engineers and architects.
www.hospitecnia.com

BOB.health 
A free NHS supportive online tool that unpacks 
the *how* missing in traditional case studies & 
amplifies your good ideas www.bob.health

AI Time Journal
The mission of AI Time Journal is to divulge 
information and knowledge about Artificial 
Intelligence, the changes that are coming and 
new opportunities to use AI technology to 
benefit humanity.

AI Time Journal promotes Artificial Intelligence 
initiatives and organizations with the aim to 
enable people with the knowledge and the tools 
to drive change and have an impact through AI.
www.aitimejournal.com 

Healthcare Startups.de
The blog about healthcare startups in Germany. 
www.healthcare-startups.de

BIOCOM AG 
BIOCOM AG is an information specialist for 
bio technology and Life Sciences that provides 
markedly diverse products and services. BIOCOM 
is successful wherever the Life Sciences require 
specialised organisational and communication 
processes. www.biocom.de/?lang=en

The European Lifestyle 
Medicine Council 
ELMC is a coalition of like-minded, non-profit, 
European country-based Lifestyle Medicine 
societies which promote evidence-informed 
approaches to prevention, management and 
even reversal of non-communicable diseases. 
www.europeanlmc.org
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GIANT.health
@GIANThealthevnt
@GIANT.health
GIANT.health
GIANThealth 

global innovation
and new technology
health event


